
Discover your Apps with Decipher
Migrate and Modernise legacy codebases to AWS with Version 1

Accelerate Legacy System Modernisation

Decipher simplifies the modernisation of legacy applications by 
automating the creation of functional and technical 
documentation. This service, offered as an interactive workshop, 
facilitates a smoother transition of applications to AWS, speeding 
up your modernisation efforts.

Decipher is fully customisable and can be tailored to your 
specification. Our experts guide you through every phase—from 
initial code upload to full utilisation of Decipher's features—
ensuring you derive maximum benefit from this cutting-edge 
solution for a seamless, cost-effective application modernisation.

• Intuitive UI-Based Solution: Experience a user-friendly 
interface designed for easy access and efficient management. 
With customisation, this UI seamlessly integrates into your 
specific workflows, ensuring a smooth and effective user 
experience.

• Direct Repository Code Analysis: Directly access and analyse 
your legacy codebases from existing repositories. Our service 
includes configuration support to ensure secure and efficient 
system evaluations, simplifying your legacy system reviews

• Advanced Security and AI Tooling: Stay ahead with the latest 
in AI technology and vulnerability scanning tools. Our solutions 
are configured to adhere to strict security standards.

• Detailed Technical and Business Documentation: Generate 
in-depth technical and business documentation tailored to 
your specific requirements. Our comprehensive 
documentation enhances your understanding of systems and 
code, facilitating better decision-making.

• Integrated Virtual Assistant: Benefit from real-time, 
interactive support with our integrated virtual assistant. 
Optimised for your IT environment, this assistant streamlines 
queries and boosts efficiency in handling your codebase.

As an award-winning AWS Partner, we're dedicated to helping 
you fully comprehend Decipher’s outputs and delivering strategic 
insights. These insights are crucial for a successful digital 
transformation, modernisation, and migration to AWS.

Key benefits:

• Accelerate application discovery 
and documentation by 10 to 20 
times.

• Automatically retrieves and 
analyses code from existing 
repositories for streamlined 
processing.

• Utilises cutting-edge AWS 
Bedrock GenAI and vulnerability 
scanning to keep codebases 
secure and current. 

• Includes a responsive virtual 
assistant for real-time support, 
fully integrated and optimised 
for your IT environment.

Contact us:

Mark Dann
Head of AWS Partnership
e: mark.dann@version1.com 
t: +44 208 152 4851

John Luck
AWS Principal Architect
e: john.luck@version1.com 
t: +44 204 558 2743
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